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A new hero has arrtvedl

Ireland's new pre-pay mobile network with
cheaper calls and texts tor every,one.
DIT's RAG week is one of the JUST Cause causes that you con
support everytime you wont to make a call with JUST Mobile
Top- ups of €4, €9, €13 and €18, putting change in your pocke~.

£4, £9, £13, £18
For more information go
to www.justmobile.ie
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A WORD FROM: CIARAN
A WORD FROM: CLARE
A WORD FROM: ERIC
SITE GUIDE: AUNGIER ST.
SITE GUIDE: BOLTON ST.
SITE GUIDE: CATHAL BRUGHA ST.
SITE GUIDE: MOUNTJOY SQ.
CRUMBS
EXAM GUIDE SPECIAL
WELFARE ROADSHOW
FACILITIES UPDATE
IN PICTURES: HALLOWEEN BALL
LIBRARY SURVEY
STUDENT PROTEST SPECIAL
TELL YOUR TO
FILM GUIDE
YOUR SAY: LIBRARIES
ENTS UPDATE
GRANGEGORMAN UPDATE
THE ANONYMOUS SOAPBOX
CLASS REP UPDATE
NO FRONTIERS

Words:CiariinNevin
Contact:president@ditsu.ie

Read on to find out about events, exams, finances,
libraries, and protests.
Those of you who are regular visitors to our website,
or have ventured outside of the classroom over the
past eight or nine weeks will know that a hello of
a lot has been going on. We have had the biggest
Freshers' Ball in DIT's history, the most cases of financial difficulty facing students in a long time, and the
biggest student protest since the 1960's.
The Freshers' Ball was an enormous success with
over 2000 people attending, and it has been
followed by a number of very successful events,
including the Halloween Ball. (Good news.)
The number of students facing financial difficulty is
up by 31 percent on la st year. Indeed the number of
students facing education or welfare related issues
is up in every category except for accommodation.
This leaves the overall figure for issues up by 38
percent against last year. (Bad news.) The good news
is that we are here to help any of you who may be
struggling.
We are also increasing our on line presence to ensure
that help and advice are easily accessible to you all.
Visit ditsu.ie if you can't find what you're looking for
there call down to your local office.

On November the 3rd, over 6000 DIT students
history by taking part in the biggest student protest
since that decade of Flower-power and the Beatles.
lt was an enormous credit to everyone of you who
took to the streets. Unfortunately as you know, there
were a number of incidents on the day. If you know
anyo ne who was hurt on the day, please ask them to
em ail a statement to president@ditsu.ie
With over 6000 students, 1000 yellowT-shirts, 500
ponchos, 260 placards, 10 banners, 4 megaphones,
1 drum, and a lot of sore throats we showed that we
are the future of this country, and that we will not
have the rug pulled from under our feet.
Make the case for Education-Not-Emigration,
everywhere you go.

Words:Oirt(ullen
Contact: vpacadem~itsu.ie

A \1\rord 'fl"om:

The libraries is someth ing I've been
a while. They are facing down the barrel of further
cuts and this needs to be stopped. The library fund
needs to be ringfenced to ensure quality of study in
DIT. I've gotten various letters of recommendation
for ringfencing to go forward to the relevant heads
but if that hasn't worked I will be needing you guys
to get on board!! I'll know soon and will let you know
what's happening through your CRMs and through
Council. We need you guys to start complainingwrite into TOAST (toast@ditsu.ie) or the DIT News,
any forum you choose! Just get your voice out there,
if DIT doesn't know you are unhappy, DIT can't fix it
for you!
The Academic Calendar is another thing I've been
working on. As you may or may not know, there is
a new academic calendar being proposed within
DIT. This cannot get the go ahead without your say
so! The proposer, the director for Academic Affairs,
has been invited to Governing Council! The meeting
is happening as we go to print but if you know a
Governing Councillor get them to tell you all about
it. An inform ed student body is a powerful student
body- (Nerdy, I know but it's true!)
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Words:&icfrtzgerald
(ontact:vpservices@lditsu.ie
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A word from:

hopefully ta
1 ,.:..:;,~~.:..:.::.~=-""
of organising class parties and make it much
a success,
was on
October to the 29th, safety fortnight if you 1
forget Welfare Week will be coming up soon, starting
the 22nd otNovember- put your name down in your
SU to volunteer yourselves for some serious craic!
Watch out for the Welfairies! There were a few floating around ~he day of the protest and they will be
around your site soon ... They will bring tales of the
legendary Welfare Roadshow.... and if you see a fairy,
grab one and take a picture! Upload it to our site and
you might h>e in with a chance of winning a prize!
Last but certainly not least, well done to all the DIT
Students who marched peacefully through Dublin
and made their voices heard. You did a great job and
your behaviour made DITSU proud. No DIT students
were involved in anything other than_a pei:i""(;;fu_ C
mature protest and your sabbaticals, your convenors
and your Union are very, very prou d of ••

eas ier for you and your class to have the craic and
get to know each other! We're constantly updating
the menu and we need your feedback to help make
it work as best it can! Let us know how you get on on
your nights out so we can advise people as to where
the best spots are!
I know it's only been two months since ye all arrived
back in September, but it feels more like two years!
Between Freshers' Week, the Hallowe'en Ball, class
parties and everything sandwiched in between, this
semester has been jam-packed already! There's loads
more to come this year, too, so keep your eye on all
the usual sources!
I want to begin by thanking each and every single
one of you who joined us at the National Student
Protest on November 3rd. lt was an overwhelming
show of support for the cause and a fantastic expression of student democracy. Politicians are fooling
themselves if they think students are apathetic!
Students are angry, and it's about time that we
translate that anger into action. Contact your local
TD and tell them what you think, and make sure that
you register to vote for the next election.

From a facilities perspective, Catha I Brugha St
students w ill notice that the SU common area has
undergone a paint job!
A big problem across DIT at the moment is wifi. For
whatever reason, this year in particular, the gremlins
have gone demented and the service is in bits. I'm
working with Bridget Gleeson, DIT's head of IS, to
resolve the problem. Bear with it - the DIT know that
it's an issue and they're working as hard as they can
to get it sorted!
That's about alii have for you for now! Keep an eye
out on the website for more details about upcoming
events as they emerge!
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Week .... This year it is
ng run throughout the
~_L____[_ veor so if anyone wishes to
a card to raise money
our charity Citywise,
.-inn't ·---1-nlease call into the office

1

e of year again where we are planning for
Week coming up on 13th of December!
In order to make it a good week I need your help!!!
I want to plan some on-stage events to build up

____

-,r-~~--------~,---~---r--t-------~----+-~~~~~~~~_j
_L__~--~--+--+----j_~-----t--theChristmasatmospheresolwanttohearwhat ----+--r~--,--t----~_,--~-.--~--~--+--+--~
On a troubling note, there were a number of items
In more upbeat news, we've now got RAG cha
--L-suaaest'iorl~ you've got to keep you entertained at
know or any bands or comedians who want to
stolen from the Aungier Street Students' Union area
ity forms down here in the office, so if you fancy
~+------1----'unch time. So just call into the SU or em ail me
some gigs then let me know we are always interover the review week. As sad as it is, the further
doing something to raise a wee bit of money for
any ideas that you have...
ested ... We want to improve your lunch time so you
the country spirals into economic gloom, the more
our chosen 'charity of the year- Citywise- don't be
I
I
can relax, sit down, and enjoy what's happening!!!
- + -tempting an unattended laptop may be. The moral __j'-""~"ing around until RAG Week, drop in today and -l--- ; -,'----t--This week I hope to have a "Facility Blitz" of the Main
you want to get involved in your union, call in and
of the story- don't leave your valuables
the queue. _
College building so if you want to help out just let
me know or if you want any information at ali i
anywhere on campus, especially in the run up to
~
us know... What this will involve is breaking up into
call down to the SU and we will help you out
Even if you're leaving your laptop or
inally, on behalf of the Students' Union Office down - - number of groups and floor by floor carry out a ---+-+,< ~uclh as we cani! -j
'
1
phone in the library to run for a quick toilet breakhere in Aungier Street, I'd like to offer condolences to
Snag List which will include any facility issues found
tt
1
saving your seat is not worth the risk of losing your t the family, friends and classmates of Evin Dhaibhis,
in the building. Once this is compiled and completed
think that's alii have for you at the minute but if
stuff+.~~1
a 365-4 Business and Management student who
I will be forwarding a copy to Eric and the Buildings
is anything I left out you will find it on my Bol~
i
passed away on October 16. Our thoughts and
Manager here in Bolton Street, so as the College
Street Blog page on www.ditsu.ie/bolton-street
1
!
If you have been robbed or your things have been
prayers are with the Dhaibhis family.
r goes on we can see what's been fixed and what
ere you will get my recent updates!!
misplaced on site, be sure to pop in to us and we'll
I
hasn't!! So even if you know of some issues at the
I I
I
I
do everything we can to help you recover it, or
cwee~
moment just send me an em ail so I can start
SQe
()60\)fJ 11\fe c-ou.ege
--t---ccJntact the Guards if needs
list rea,dy!!-+----,r---+-+----~--L----L.St.~i»JtJ .JUI;Jl-- + _ J , - -+--+- - + _ L -1---1
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SU, having
cakes and bread ready for us as we walk into
and even one of our students impressively
---11---uruvv11ry a condom up over his head (yes Karl, I am
talking about you ..ha)! We have had a lot going on
but still a lot more to come so watch this space!!!
Another M36sive thing that's happened to our I
We have finally got all but 2 of our LPIT (Local ProU is that it has been painted!! Woohoooo!!! lt has
-'---u''""'mrr .. lmplementation Team) members together,
gone from a really old, dirty pale colour to a
now we can start having meetings and getting
fabulous bright, fresh delicious yellow on the wall=s +-~---1things done for all ye Brugha folk! Actually as I think
and red on the Skirtings and doors! lt looks really
of it, if any of ye would like to be part of our lovely
good .. took us a while to
done but finally it is
LPIT, please come down to the office and we wtll - - t -HERE! So enjoy it
vs.....l----+---t--.....,--'--+--.L.+---l-

+

I

+greetings from the office in the basement! well semester 1 is nearly half way through, we hope all you
first years are settling in and other years are getting
lbac:kinto the swing of all nighters and excuses for

r

I

i time to get the parties started, so this month
we shall be having a little shindig in Portland Row
courtyard, music and merriement galore, there will
Iso be plenty of lunchtime events happening this - + - and thats where u come in, i need you to tell
you want on. i want all your suggestions,
er the better!! i promise i will try my hardest -!-~
work on ALL suggestions, the joy has never been
to fade into the shadows so lets continue our

~t~ded deadlines.
Right Last but not least ..... our famous and traditional
I
But as a lot of you may have seen we had a spook----r-cathal Brugha Street Senior Ctttzens Party is happen-you may have noticed a new face in the SU office,
tacular time down here in the SU during Hallowe'en
ing in December! We invtte the old folk from the area
thats Orla, our brand spanking new SSA. my mohawk
Week. We had surprise boxes filled with Ox tongur
s, tin and gtve them a beautifully cooked Chnstmas
j
has been outdone with her awesome dreads. Orla is
-- - r -lambs hearts and condoms filled with porridge!!!
Dinner and entertainment for the ntght! So if any of ~
the office 9 to 5 every day, she has all the informaWe had people blowing comdoms over their head ~
you guys want to take part and help bring a smile to --'- •
tion you need, so anytime you need anything just -+and scoffing marshmallows.. very funny! lt really was
these folks faces please let me or Sarah
call down to us! i dont want to bore u wit all the
quite entertaining!! Fair play to everyone that took
I I
I
I
work were doing(which is a lot!) so i shall get to
part and well done to the winners .. hope you enjoyed
,:eo '/0"
~ 1
main points of whats happenig in the Joy.
.-~-vc>ur Hallowe'en goody
XX --:-----ll--7--+----i--+--+--;-....._-t-t------+--f----t-+----+----l.l(l~t()IU ~---+--r-+---+-,------+----L-.J._+--brief ya!!
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We will be marking World AIDS Day 2010 on December 1st this year. This important health promotion
highlights the critical need for universal access to
essential care. You have an important part to play on
that day through planning or participating in events
at your college. DIT Students' Union will be giving
out important safe sex information, free condoms
and red ribbons to mark the occasion.

When do you want exams? Do you want to start
and finish college earl ier? If you have ever thought
you would like to change something about the academ ic calendar now is your chance. There is a draft
academic calendar being proposed at the moment
which needs student input before it can become
more than a draft!
At the t ime of going to press a Governing Council
was to be held in wh ich Dr. Michael Mu lvey, the
Director of Academic Affairs in DIT'Was to propose
this calendar and get students feedback. If you didn't
attend that meeting but still want your say, email
vpacademic@ditsu.ie with 'Academic Calendar' as
the subject and we will forward all your feedback to
Dr. Mulvey.
Don't forget, to get something you have to sacrifice
something else; for example, exams before Christ- •
m as would mean an earlier start in.September and
breaking for the summer earl ier. The amount of time
off would be the same, it's just a question of when
do you want it. Also, email communications@ditsu.ie
if you want your thoughts on the calendar printed in
this magazine.

So wear a red ribbon and ask others to do the
Why not get tested for HIV? lt is important for 11 of
us to know our status, so that we can make informed
decisions that affect our own health and that of the
people we love.
For more information on booking a Sexually Transmitted Infections Screening avai lab le to fu ll time DIT
Students and apprentices, book an appointment
w ith your designated student health centre.
Northside students: DIT Linen Hall40236 14 or
Southside students: DIT Aungier street 4023051.

Have you attended your Programme Committee
Meeting yet this semester?
The Programme Committee is a representative subcommittee of the of the academic staff and students
- Class Reps- from each year of the programme with
the responsibilities for day-to-day operation and
development of a programme. The committees meet
at least once a semester. Class Reps should have
been contacted by now by the relevant lectures with
details of the meeting, agenda etc. If you haven't
get word yet you shou ld drop into your local SU
office to find out who to get in touch with or email
Clare the VP vpacadem ic@ditsu.ie for information. If
you're a new Rep Clare can also advise you on how
Programme Committees operate and answer al l of
your questions.
Programme Committees give student Reps the
chance to raise issues and get them sorted quickly
and effectively. Make sure you get involved and do
your bit.

Calling all volunteers for the Annual Senior Cit izens
Christmas. This is taking place in on Thursday 9th December in the new canteen in Catha I Brugha Street.
Every year, we invite Senior Citizens from the local
community to come in to Catha I Brugha Street to
enjoy a Christmas feast along with entertainment.
The Culinary Art students and staff of Catha I Brugha
produce a Christmas Fest for the senior citizens.
Students help out with the serving and oragnising
as well as helping entertain the crowCl. The seniors
themselves al l join in and will give you a run for your
money on the mic.
We need helper-outers, the more the merrier! So if
you're up for a great night out and having a laugh
while getting all festive then let us know. If you can
sing, dance or entertain even better but we need
lots of helpers to just be there.
Juste-mai l Sarah
(advisor.cbst@d itsu.ie) to register your interest.

Christmas Party for International I Erasmus students:

The Chap laincy Christmas Party for International and
Erasmus st,iJdents is taking place Monday Dec 6th at
6pm in room 68, DIT Catha I Brugha St.
Mass remembering past DIT students and staff:

Sunday the 14th of November there is a DIT Mass
to remember DIT Staff and Students. Anyone who
wishes to help out at the event are welcome to
contact the Chap laincy service. Venue: Rathmines
road church. Time: 2.30pm
Carol Service 20 10

Any student interested in volunteering with Leaving
Cert students needing assistance with Maths, Irish or
Busi ess studies are welcome to take part in tutoring
being organ ised by Finbarr and th is is taking place in
Larkin College startin Wed Nov lOth.
Please contact Finb In advance for further info:
(01) 402 4308 /087 1 517 Finbarr.Oieary@dit.ie

This years Carol Service is scheduled for 7.30pm in
the Chapel in Grangegorman. (Buses departing from
each college- details tbc).
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DIT WILL NOT TOLERATE
ULLYING, HARASSMENT OR
ANY LACK OF RESPECT.

THERE WILL BE
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES

littp ://oit.F2/mei':!ta/aocuments/campuslife/DisciplinaryProceC1uresMay09.RCJ~

••.

; e;:'.• ditditsu.ie
students' union

DIT campus life

Hello all you flat-out studiers!
Exam time is coming again for those of you that have them! For those who have
assessments ... well you still have to do them so don't feel too smug! There is a guide
to kicking assessment (and exams) over the page- have a read and retain the info- l'm
sorry, I know you are sick of doing that by now!
All jokes aside, don't let exams stress you out. Look at it this way, you have weeks left
so all you have to do is a bit of study and you will fly it. Don't leave it all to the last
minute either! Just think of how much fun the 'End of Exams Night Out' your course is
bound to have will be.
Make sure you know when your deadlines are, what dates and times your exams are
on etc etc! I know it sounds stupid but missing an exam just causes more problems!
Also- don't be late! If you are not allowed in because you are late you will have to
repeat the exam and nobody likes repeats!
Last but not least, Good Luck! I know you will all do awesome, and if you don't, myself
and Mary Scally are here to figure out what you can do.
Have an amazing Crimbo and try to study!

(!I.ABE
SU VICE PRESIDENT (ACADEMIC & STUDENT AFFAIRS)

This is where you get a different lecturer to read and re-mark your assessment or
exam ... in theory. In practice, it's not always a different lecturer (as we have so many
specia li st subjects here in DIT that there is not always a second person with the knowledge to mark a paper!) so you have to be aware of that. These cost €15 and again,
marks can go down as well as up! If you are right and your results change you get your
€15 back ... always good in these tough times!
You can get the form (A/R2) in the Exams Office or the SU. Fill it out and give it (with
€15) into the Exams Office within 5 working days of your results coming out online!!

t=n~ST

STI:PS:

If you are disappointed with the marks you got for an assignment or exam you are
entitled to get detailed feedback from the lecturers. You should contact them straight
away to arrange an appointment to go through the assessment. This will allow you to
go though the work in detail and discuss your performance and receive an explanation for the basis upon which marks were awarded. lt is advisable to do this as soon as
possible as you may wish to pursue alternative channels.

Exams and Assessment Results can be appealed, but only on certain grounds, and
they are pretty strict. You have to be approved to appeal before you can appeal.

GROUNDS FOR APPEAL:
That the General Assessment Regulations have not been properly implemented.

If you are still unhappy with your results there are a number of options:-

A circumstance occurred that is not specifically covered by the Regulations.

Recheck, Remark & Appeal

New attested, documented and relevant information is provided that wasn't
made ava ilable to the Exam Board, i.e.: a lost answer book/assignment that wasn't
included in your marks etc.

Make sure you take note of the deadline for each; once the time limit has passed you
will have lost your opportunity and exceptions are never allowed. The clock starts
ticking once the results are published on line or on Pass Lists, not when they arrive in
the post to your house.

These are the only grounds on which an appeal may be made.

That's it, dudes! You can't appeal because you thought you should have done better,
or the format wasn't what you expected, or because you got better in your assessments than you did on the exam. lt doesn't work like that, I'm afraid!

Now, if you get an assessment or an exam result that you think must be wrong, you
can get it re-checked. A re-check is just where the calculations on your mark are done
again in the hope someone dropped a two or forgot to carry when adding up your
marks. These cost €15 each and lets face it, can be a bit of a long shot. Worth it though
if it turns out someone did add up wrong when marking you!
If you are successfu l, and your mark goes up, you will get the €15 back. Don't forget
that while someone could add up your marks too low- they could have added them
up too low, either. Marks can go down as well as up, so be careful!
You can get the form (A/R1, if you were wondering) in the Exams Office or the SU. Fill
it out and give it (w ith €15) into the Exams Office within 3 working days of your results
coming out online!!

You have to submit an appeal form, (A/A 1) within 7 working days of your exam results
coming out on line! lt costs a hefty €75 but you will get this back if you are successfu l. ..
although, as I said, you have to be approved to appeal and if you are not approved
that €75 is down the drain! However, if you are "considered ineligible" then you will
be asked to attend a meeting of the Appeals Board to talk about it and you can bring
someone from the SU to that meeting.
Get the form in the SU, the Exa ms Office or on www.ditsu.ie. Drop it, with the money
into the Exams Office.

PBACTII:E VISUAUSATION TEI!IiNIQUES.
Picture yourself being successful handling the test
without excessive stress, or if you are feeling very
uptight, try visualising an image or picture of a
peaceful or tranquil place, such as a deserted sandy
beach in summer, or the top of a high mountain,
away from everyone. Picture yourself relaxing in this
scene, and carry out the relaxation exercises.
Relaxation techniques: One relaxation method is the
"breathing by threes': Inhale slowly through your
nose as you count to three. Exhale slowly through
your nose as you count to three. Repeat this several
times.

MENTAl. PBEI,AitATIUN
Some preliminary steps that you might take would
include:

STBATEGIES TO REDUI!E TEST ANXIET
Many students experience strong emotional, physical and behavioural reactions or anxieties when they
are faced with taking tests or examinations. So if you
are experiencing any adverse reactions or anxieties
then you are not alone but the question you must
ask yourself is what can I do about it?

Panicky or anxious feelings
Short temper or tendency to blame others
Increased desire to put things off
Negative self talk (see below)
Physical complaints e.g. headaches

DO YOU BEI!OGNISE ANY OF THE FOtLOWING
NEGATIVE SEtF STATEMENTS?

There are strategies that you can use to prepare
emotionally, physically and mentally for tests. However before you read about the right way to cope, it
is important that you are aware of the wrong way to
cope: Som e students respond to feelings of anxiety
by cramming. Cramming may put some information into memory but will not lead to thorough
understanding of the material.
Cramming can also give rise to the "blank mind"
during examinations. So cramming as a survival
technique jn college is about as useful as an ashtray
on a motor. bike! What is worse is that it causes more
anxiety as students become aware of how much
they don't know.

EMOTIONAl. PBEPABATIUN
Use positive self talk and visualisations.

They are all smarter, more intelligent than me.
I shouldn't have taken this course, I know I'll fail.
Whats the point anyway.
Why can't I do better, my whole life is failure, I'm
not capable of being good at anything.

I can succeed if I really put my mind to it.
I am learning to use effective study strategies.
I'm learning how to cope with pressure.

Seek help from your lecturer and/or counsellor
about study techniques
Get organised. Tidy up and organise your
notes and other material.
Make a special set of notes that contain summaries of information that requires more of
your attention.
Use study methods that give ample feedback.
To help identify areas that need more review,
have a friend or family member quiz you.
Anticipate test questions. Use information
from your notes, lectures to predict test questions. Allocate some time each day to practising answering some of the questions.
Find out as much as you can about the upcoming test.

PliYSII!At PREPARATIIJN
Get a good night's sleep.
Allow time for a healthy breakfast. Avoid
sugary foods, they may give you an "energy
boost" but the effects will wear off quickly and
will leave your energy level lower than before
you ate.
Check that you have all the necessary supplies
Allow extra time to get to college the day
before the test.

IJSINIJ TEST TIME WISEI.Y: TliE Fl\fl: STEI>S
As you work through the test, following these five
steps for answering questions:
1.
Read the whole paper through and highlight
and underline important words.
2.
Check how many questions must be answered
in each section and read each question again,
putting a mark beside all that you might attempt. Now select those that you will answer.
3.
Allocate time for each question and start with
the question that you are most comfortable
with .
4.
Plan out each answer clearly before you begin.
5.
At the end always check over your answers and
proof read for mistakes.

-

WliAT IF YOU DON'T I(Nil\1\1 TliE ANSWI:B TU A
lltJESTIUN?
Use a delayed response for those answers that
you don't know right away. In other words,
read the question a few times and try recall the
information by linking or associating key works
in the question to clusters of information that
you have in your memory. Or try to visualise
the notes that you made or heard when the
lecturer was discussing the topic. If you are not
sure of the answer, delay the response. Skip
the question for now and return to it later after
answering as many questions as you can.
Use educated guessing when you have
exhausted other options but avoid waffling.

AHEB TliE TEST
Tests are valuable learning tools. As soon as you
can, after the test or assessment, make a list of the
questions that confused you. Write down topics that
you did not study thoroughly.
Remember changing your approach to tests can take
a little time. Making positive changes is a bit like
climbing stairs, you have to take it one step at a time,
but before long you'll reach the top.

FOB StJPPUBTI ASSISTANI!E, MAI<E AN APPIJINTMENT WITI-1 YUUB I.OI!AI. CUtJNSEI.I.UB
BY PliONING 402 3352/ 086082054

DIT Student Counselling Service
Now I've never claimed to be cool. .. and now I never
can, once I admit this. I loved exams, dam m it! The
studying was hard, and I whined because I wanted
to watch the TV instead, and I had to download all
the notes I needed then plug out the internet so I
wouldn't get distracted ... but once I was in the exam,
it was Clare time. I knew I had all the work done and I knew that I knew
the answers. Even when I didn't, I linked it to things I did know. Basically, I walked into every exam I did, confident I would pass. Now this
confidence was not always based on fact, lets be honest here, but that
confidence helped me to get through the exam. I actually preferred
exams to continuous assessment!
My best exam tips I could give was that I always waited right until the
end and read through the script again. That way if I saw anything that
needed expanding on I could add it in, in really tiny writing ... I bet the
people marking my exams hated me! Not only did I have side-notes
all over the shop from my looking back over the script but I also
highlighted important words in my answer; a habit picked up from
my studying technique, developed over many sleepless nights and in
between library naps.
Basically the way I studied was that I wrote out the notes and highlighted important bits. Then I wrote out the notes again, summarising
the highlighted bits. Then I highlighted bits of those notes and this
went on until I had a list of words in front of me. Each word would then
remind me of a highlighted bit which would remind me of a paragraph.
Sounds long and ardous- but trust me, if you are a neat freak obsessed
with stationary like me it's actually quite enjoyable- but it really worked.
I developed this technique coming up to a repeat exam and the difference in the results was huge! I never repeated an exam after coming up
with that! (Now even me, the worlds biggest nerd, had subjects I wasn't
too pushed about... so I'm not claiming all my marks were awesome ...
but I passed!)
I was reading over last years'VP\ article about exams where she was
talking about how much she hated them and I wish I could say the
same! But I'm a nerd! Always was and always will be.
In first year I also created what J called my 'exam potion: it was a bottle
of Coke with a can of Red Bulll'rlixed in. Now I'm not saying anyone
else should try this, cause man, it was gross, but I like to think it made
me super-focussed. In reality, I know it probably just woke me up long
enough for the exam or maybe didn't even do that, but we all have our
exam rituals and that was mine!

Making a Good Presentation:
(delivered by the Careers Service)
Tuesday 16th November, 1pm:
Catha I Brugha St, Kathleen O'Sullivan Theatre
Thursday 18th November, 1pm:
Aungier St, Black Box Theatre (downstairs beside SU)

Exam Preparation & Techniques:
(delivered by the Counselling Service)
Tuesday 30th November, 1pm:
Catha I Brugha St, Kathleen O'Sullivan Theatre
Thursday 2nd December, 1pm:
Aungier St, Black Box Theatre (downstairs beside SU)

Anyways, enough waffling from the eternal dark.
Good luck in exams everyone, and assessments too of course, and rock
down to SU if you need any advice or help. Also, check out the info re:
re-checks and all that jazz in this magazine and on ditsu.ie
Gra M6r,

For support/assistance, contact
Student Counselling Service

By phoning 402 3352/ 0860820543 .
www.dit.ie/DIT/counselling/index.html
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Let's start on a positive note! Catha I Brugha St students might notice
that their SU common area got a fresh lick of paint during Review Week!
The area looks much brighter and cleaner and Seona and all the crew
are really happy with the work done- should do a lot to brighten your
day during these cold winter evenings! The Brugha has also finally seen
the resurrection of their beloved table tennis table! lt took a while, but
we put the pressure on DIT Sports to get it fixed and they duly obliged.
Happy paddling!
On a similar note, Bolton St will soon see the emergence of a second
table tennis table, while all sites will have brand spanking new pool
tables after Christmas (hopefully!) as well as some new games and
other goodies on site. We've also dealt with the issue of bikes being
stolen in Bolton St by installing a combo lock on the gate of the King's
Inn bike rack.
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Wifi has become a serious issue in DIT again this year, and they know
it all too well. The IS service are working flat out to try and fix the issue,
but as soon as they manage to get one service back up and running,
another one collapses. it's up to you guys to keep letting your local IS
team, as well as your Students' Union, know whenever the wifi isn't up
to scratch. YourVP Services & Trading is speaking to Bridget Gleeson,
DIT's Head of IS, on a regular basis to try and get the wifi back to some
semblance of normality.
Not to mention the wifi, but printing is DIT is also acting the maggot,
particularly in Kevin St. There is opposition from a particular course to
the rollout of Ricoh printing systems across Kevin St, so this needs to be
resolved ASAP. Rest assured, your Students' Union are working hard to
put this problem to bed and get your printing services up and running.
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The condition of some ofthe toilets in DIT is, quite frankly, disgraceful.
The toilets in the SU common area in Aungier Stare blocked more
times than they're working, the ones near the common area in Bolton
Stare the same and the toilets in Kevin St on the first floor of the annex
are beginning to deteriorate into a similar condition . While it's up to the
DITto make sure that these are maintained, it's also up to DIT students
to stop acting the eejit and stuffing toilets with jacks roll, as happens in
some cases. You're all grown-ups now, so time to start acting like it.
Equally, litter and rubbish is becoming a serious issue across the DIT.
While the finger of blame was usually pointed solely at Aungier St, Bolton St is also descending into unacceptable levels of messiness. We've
asked for extra bins to be installed in Aungier St, but it's up to you folks
to start using them. Equally, the rubbish problem needs to become a
self-policing issue. We need you all to be vigilant in cleaning up after
yourselves and making sure that others do too!

1. On the following scale, how often
do you worry about your finances?

............................................
Please tick one option .

0
0
0
0
0

Not at all
Sometimes, but not every day
Most days
Everyday
All day long, it is my biggest worry

2. Did you have difficulty paying your
fees this year?

............................................
Please tick one option .

ONo
0 Yes (But I paid them)
0 Yes (I still haven't paid th em)

3. How did you pay for your capitation
fee this year?

5. Would paying your fees in
installments assist your financial
situation?

............................................
Please tick one option.

O Yes
ONo

6. Where do you go to get advice on
your financial situation?

............................................
Please tick all that apply.

ODITSU
0 Student Services
0Bank
0 Cred it Union
0 Post Office
0MABS
0 I don't know
OOther: ..

............................................ ............................................
(include details)

Please tick one option .

0
0
0
0
0
0

From my wages
From my savings
Maintenance grant
Back to Education grant
A family member paid it
I got a loan from the bank/other financial
institution
0 I still haven't paid them
Oother: .

............................................
(include details)

Here in the SU we are all too aware of
how the recession and lack of money
have become the biggest stressers for us
all. Finance is threatening to become a
barrier to many students' education;
that is why we were all out on the streets
on Nov03rd.
However we also need to get a sense of just
how bad things are for you on an individual
basis. We need to see how many of you are
availing of the DIT assistance fund, h~w many
are having trouble with grants, BTEA issues
and how many of you are trying to manage
with no assistance. We need this information
to help you as best we can.
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There is a tot of information on www.ditsu.ie
around financial support and budgeting and
if you would like to speak to Clare or Aimee
contact us at vpacademic@ditsu.ie or
studentaffairs@ditsu.ie or drop into your local
SU office. We're always here to listen.
To help us help you, please fill out the survey
below and drop the completed form into your
local Students' Union office. Alternatively, you
can enter at www.ditsu.ie/yoursay
Don't forget to give your email address as
five lucky entrants will be picked at random
and will receive €50 each for their time .. ....
'Cos every little helps.

4. If you have had difficulty paying
your fees, what is the reason for
this?

............................................
Please tick one option.

0 If I pay the Capitation fee I have no money
to survive on during the academic term
0 I lost my job and cannot find another
0 My financial situation changed due to
personal circumstances
0 My parenti s lost their job last year but this is
not being con sidered in the grant
application
0 I have explored all the student financial
funds and I am not being con sidered for any
00ther: ....

7. Did you apply for the Student
Assistance Fund this year?

............................................
Please tick one option.

OYes
ONo
0 I have never heard of this fund

8. If yes, which DIT Student Assistance
fund did you apply for this year?

............................................
Please tick all that apply.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

General Student Assi stance
Childcare Assistance
Rent Assistance
Class Material Assistance
Travel/Subsistence Assistance
Emergency Fund
Dental/ Ophthalmic Assistance
Medication Assistance Fund
SpecialistTreatment Assistance Fund

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey.
Your answers provide us with valuable feedback.
Please provide your e-mail address if you wish to
be in with a chance of winning €5 0:

(include details)

You can also enter on line. Just visit ditsu.ie/yoursay
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· On that day, students from across the country
put down the pen and picked up the placard.
Soon i~ will be time for us to turn off the X-Box
and head for the Ballot Box. If everyone of
those that marched and their families were
to vote in the next election they would have
enough votes to elect approximately 20 TO's.
I'm not sure that the Government have been
doing those sums just yet, but we have to
continue to make our voices heard at every
opportunity. Students are not a soft target.
When asked what we want from the next budget, remember these three short sentences:
Cap The Reg Fee! Protect The Grant! End The
Brain Drain! ·-

Most of you were there, many of you helped ouJ,
and a hermit living in the Bog of Alien could teU
you how it finished up, but when people ask you
why were you marching what do you say?·-;

·------·
I

Some of the macho amongst us will claim
its for the craic. Being honest though, the
majority will say they march because it gives
a sense of belonging, a sense that we are all
in this together and we are going to stand by
one another. On the 3rd of November over ·
6000 DIT students made that statement. They
were surrounded by over 30000 more students
saying the very same thing. NO IFS, NO BUTS,
,
NO EDUCATION CUTS. ·---------- - ---------- -,.-_ - - --
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;- · Some of the macho amongst us will claim
• its for the era ic. Being honest though, the
majority will say they march because it gives
a sense of belonging, a sense that we are all
in this together and we are going to stand by
one another. On the 3rd of November over
6000 DIT students made that statement. They
were surrounded by over 30000 more students
saying the very same thing . NO IFS, NO BUTS,
NO EDUCATION CUTS.
On that day, students from across the country
put down the pen and picked up the placard.
Soon it will be time for us to turn off the X-Box
and head for the Ballot Box. If everyone of
those that marched and their families were
to vote in the next election they would have
enough votes to elect approximately 20 TD's. ·
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I'm not sure that the Government have been
doing those sums just yet, but w~ have to
continue to make our voices heard at every
opportunity. Students are not a soft target.
When asked what we want from the next budget, remember these thr~e short sentences:
Cap The Reg Fee! Protect The Grant! End The
Brain Drain!
.,

i;

This makes if clear to all that we are not
prepared to accept another hike in a fee which
is not tax-deductible, for which there is no
student loan, a fee which is called a student
services charge but covers tuition costs. ·-- ~

·------------------------------------- 2~----
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- · lt makes it clear that we will not accept another attack on the most vulnerable on society.
The grant at present at its highest value still
goes nowhere near meeting the average
cost of a year at college. Another cut would
devastate families who are already struggling.
Al l this while it costs over €484 to administer
a grant application in one county and €83 in
another. All this while as.of October the 8th,
only 16 of the 66 county councils and VEC's
had made a grant payment.
Finally it says that will not accept that the only
choice facing us when we graduate is the
unemployment line, or the emigration line. lt
says that-we, together with the 91000 currently
unemployed graduates want Government
policy wHich will allow us gain worthwhile
experience, and get this economy back on.its
feet.

We are students, we are the future,
and we have awoken!
Ciaran ·

··· ·~-~~.-...

Please dlck on )'OUr C:OnstJtue
you are currentty f"egi
nc.y on the map below. Your COtl
.
U VOU'I'l!!! not SUI'l!!! ol
stared .to vote (01" ~ V0U Will~ stltuency IS the locatfon ~
\'OUr CDnsti~cy Ch«k cot the c:onsa
~!sterect to vote .., ~ fl.mreJ.

··-- ~- ~l!P·

.::JLike

1J 2, 958 PI!Ople like this.

Of course we know that inviting you to do such a
thing could well lead to a letter along these lines:

1.
2.
3.

Dear@*$%*!+@ TD,

Visit www.tellyourtd.com
Click on your constituency on the map.
A letter will be generated which comprehensively covers-<!11 of the points we want to
make clear to TO's across the country.
Enter your name and address.
Send.

Get your hands off our*&£%@£$ education. I am
sick and tired of you thinking that you can cut our
grant, that you can raise our reg fee, and then after
all that expect us to emigrate. Ther~'s only one
person I want to see on the dole line next month
and that is you!

4.
5.

Sincerely,
Angry Student.

The Government has been severely weakened in
the past number of weeks. The resignation of Jim
McDaid, and the announcement of the bye-elections
has increased pressure on the number of independentTD's propping up the two Government Parties.
We will be focussing our efforts on these TD's over
the next number of weeks, putting pressure on them
to vote against the budget.

While this may well be what most of us are feeling,
we also have t..o recognize that" many TD's are unaware of the challenges facing students. We want to
make a very strong case for education in Ireland.
With this in mind we need you to take a couple of
minutes and do the following:

Simple as! A letter will now be printed for each TD in
your constituency and these will be delivered by the
sackful to the offices. lt takes just two minutes.

•

You will arise and go now, and tell your TO!
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DIR: DAVID FINl:liER
STARRING: JESSE EISENBURG

DIR: COUN & GREG STI~AUSE
STARRING: ERIC BAI.FOUR

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
DU~: E. MANIQlJIS & R. RODRIGUEZ
011~: ANTON CORBIJN
STARRING: DANNY TREJO
STARRING: GEORGE l:UJONEY

Director David Fincher and screenwriter Aaron
Sorkin have teamed up to adapt Ben Mezrich's
bestseller"The Accidental Billionaires;' which told
the story of the creation of Face book, the popular
website that many of us are addicted to.

The 'Brothers Strause' bring their own take to the
ever-growing clutch of alien invasion movies.
Continuing on the themes of the likes of'Cioverfield:
'District 13: and 'The Day the Earth Stood Still' comes
'Skyline: and therein lies the problem.

You may remember'Grindhouse'- a double bill
featuring films directed by Quentin Tarintino (Deathproof) and Rodriguez (Planet Terror)- well, 'Machete'
is Rodriguezs unofficial sequel which continues that
retro b-movie flavour.

The Social Network works on two levels. For starters, it's a great movie about Face book. If you're an
avid user of the site, this will serve as a thoroughly
compelling depiction of how it was created and how
certain crucial elements, such as "relationship status':
came from bursts of inspiration (or theft, depending
on your point of view).

There isn't an original idea in the Brothers Strause's
copycat feature, and while the amazing special
effects and full-on monster mania take prominence
over the soap opera plot, you do get the feeling that
you have seen all this before.

The basic set-up of'Machete' revolves around a renegade former hit-man named Machete (Trejo) trying
to lay low in Texas and move on from his bloody
past. However, after finding himself framed for an
assassination, Machete must dust off his deadly skills
in order to clear his name while also uncovering an
evil conspiracy. it's not exactly original stuff...

............................................ ............................................

The movie also works on a second level: as a great
story not about Facebook. Even if you've never
logged on to the website, you can still get caught
up in the way The Social Network looks at issues
offriendship, rivalry, inspiration, and the cutthroat
nature of business. lt offers up some provocative
questions about what constitutes ownership. Who
is really responsible for a product, the person who
formulates the original concept, or the person who
develops it into what it ultimately becomes?
There are a lot of outstanding performances, with
Eisenburg in particular excelling while protraying
the ironically socially akward Zuckerberg. This, when
allied with some excellent scripting and superb use
of a non-linear timeline, make for a truly absorbing
watch from beginning to end. Like.

The action is set entirely in and around an LA
penthouse after a boozy birthday party (Cioverfield
anybody?), from where the waking revellers witness
the unfolding horror after alien craft descend on the
city. They soon discover an Alien force is swallowing
the entire population off the face of the earth and
now the group of survivors must fight for their lives
as the world unravels around them.
As the friends scuttle to avoid detection by the
aliens, the cavalry finally arrives in the form of
kamikaze p~anes and soldiers with machineguns and
bazookas.Then the ending slaps you in the face and
you are left.wondering what happened. I am sure
this was do111e to leave the door ajar for a sequel, but
did they really need to leave it wide open?
While the end of the film will annoy some, there is
some solace to be found in the special effects.

............................................ ............................................

it's in the acting stakes that 'Machete' prooves more
interesting. Veterans of more self-serious action fare
like De Niro, Fa hey, Seagal and Don John son merrily
send up their hard-boiled screen images, while Alba
and Rodriguez bring a welcome comic edge to their
traditional tough-girl roles. As forTrejo, he's a limited
actor, but the filmmakers use that to their advantage, treating him as the silent but deadly straight
man in a movie otherwise populated by outlandish
caricatures.
In the end the directors couldn't keep themselves
from chasing after bigger jokes, bigger melodrama
and bigger set-pieces. The film is at least 20 minutes
too long and a good deal of time could have been
saved by trimming the climactic battle royale, which
contains three more climaxes than necessary.

George Clooney returns, setting aside the warm and
witty persona that his fans love, and giving them
instead one of his darkest and most unsympathetic
characters: an ice-cold professional killer marooned
in loneliness and fear. The director is Anton Corbijn
-the former photographer who made his brilliant
feature debut with Control, a biopic of Joy Division's
frontman, lan Curtis.
Clooney plays the part of a hit-man who is been
ruthlessly persued by one criminal gang or another.
This sees him told to lay low in a sleepy Italian town
until the heat dies down. However, the town turns
out to be less sleepy than first thought, and Clooney
cultivates a friendship with a friendly priest while
falling for a local prostitute. All of this makes Clooney
wonder if- and how- he can build a life that doesn't
depend on whacking people.
it's a calm, watchful movie, underscored with rising
and falling level s of anxiety and paranoia, but little
or no real action, except at the beginning and very
end. The idea of the assassin or criminal forced to lie
low somewhere unfamiliar and just wait is a timehonoured idea. You have to look no further than 'In
Bruges'to see how this premise can play out so well.
Sadly, 'The American' is nowhere near Bruges.

Is this tlm l.ibra1·\'
S•~nrim~ you lh~s•~•·,,•~?
You will probably have noticed that many of
the Libraries are closing at 5.30 two days a
week and some are closed on certain Saturdays
each month. And we've been told that there is
no chance to get any extended opening (from
8.30am or till later in the evening) this year.

•••

Why is this happening? Well, this action has been
taken as the only other option was to close one
of the Libraries due to staff shortages. For a mere
€70,000 part-time (sessional) staff could be hired
and the opening hours extended to previous
years' levels. We are blue in the face banging on
at each and every DIT committee about the need
to protect the Library service from cuts- we want
the budget 'ring-fenced' so that students get the
service they're entitled to. Everyone agrees with
us but all these nodding heads are useless if we
don't see action on this now.
In the scale of the budgets DIT receives, €70,000
is a drop in the ocean. There are pots of money
being used in DIT for all kinds of so-called 'useful'
purposes that should be given to keep the
libraries open for students. The members of the
DIT Executive Resources Committee (ERC) are
the ones holding up the money for the Library.
They are denying you proper access to this core
academic resource.
We know you're fed-up and many of you think
'what's the use' but we need you to get mad, and
get mobilised.
All the Class Reps at the Class Rep Meetings
should be complaining formally about the libraries. Governing Councillors should register their
discontent at Governing Council meetings. I need
you all to be ready to show your support.
I need as many students as possible emailing their
complaints/rants/accounts of how the opening
hours have affected them to toast@ditsu.ie
Put library in the subject line and we will print
them and put them on line.
We want to show the folks on the ERC the effects
of their bad decisions on Your Education.
So send that mail
We are getting the ball rolling with this one that
we have already received
Clare
Your Vice-President

The opening hours in Aungier St. library
are pathetic as it is in comparison to
Trinity, UCD and DCU's libraries. The cut
backs proposed for 2011 are just insulting. As
any final year student knows a quiet place to study
is a precious commodity. Whatever the conditions
are outside college, family problems, mice running
around your freezing cold flat, noisy roommates
etc. the college library should provide the one place
where a student can have a bit of peace to work on
assignments.
With 70% of my degree due at Christmas I'm in there
until it closes most days of the week. That means half
five on Thursday and Friday. Do you know how long
UCD library is open on those days? Eleven! But that's
just it, that I should be, as a student, having to justify
why keeping the library open is essential is absurd.
lt should be blindingly obvious why it needs to stay
open until half nine. We all know that t he porters are
in the building until half nine anyway, the librarians don't even check out most of the
books anymore so what exactly is the
problem with keeping it open?

Our story begins way back in September, when a bunch of eager,
excited freshers bounded through our doors to find a week
dedicated entirely to them -"the aptly named Freshers' Week! lt was
four nights packed full of madness to serve as an eventful welcome
to DIT for over 3,500 new students.

l,e011h~ an~ still
washing it out
from 11arts th1~y
11nwiously thought
llll}fsic:all}'
ilnllOSSibh~ to
c:o\'l~r in 11aint...

Monday September 20th saw-DIT freshers rock it eighties style at dTwo
in Harcourt St. With Jungle Bdogie banging out the retro tuneage and
people bedecked in their best neon garb and leg warmers, we at DITSU
were surprised, and impressed, at the leve l of effort put in by some
eighties enthusiasts. A pretty whopper way to roll out Freshers' Week,
wou ldn't you agree?
When we approached Break For The Border back in July about having
a Paint Party for Freshers' Week, they thought nothing of it, probably
reckoning that it'd be a pretty tame affair. How wrong they were.
Around 1,000 DIT freshers were wedged in to the southside venue for
what turned out to be on the most epic nights in DITSU history. Paint
was thrown about li ke nobody's business- people are sti ll wash in g it
out from parts of themselves that they previously thought physica lly
impossible to be covered in paint!
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STAT: OVERAL VOTE.

A comparison of the total number of votes cast
in the SU Elections from 2006/07- 2009/10

STAT: OVERALL CASEWORK
Total number of cases dealt with across all

STAT: VISITS

Total number of visits to ou r website ditsu.ie

categories this Academic Year

compared to last.

STAT: CLAS REPS

Total number of Class REPs Elected.

STAT: FINANCIAL ISSUES
Casework relating to students Financial Issues

(includes Student Assistance Funds Rent,
Childcare etc., Grants; Fees issues etc.) •

STAT: OVERA LVOTES

Total number of votes cast in the SU Elections.

Average amount of time spent on our website
ditsu.ie per user visit.

STAT: PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES

STAT: REFERRALS FROM DIT.IE

Casework relating to students Personal

Amount of users referred to ditsu.ie from dit.ie

Circumstance Issues this Academic Year

compared to last.
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STAT: TIME ON SITE

Aquaid is a movement started by a team
of second year engineering students.
We have developed a bottled water
brand called Aquaid by which 10 cents
of each bottle goes to a charity of the
consumer's choice. They choose which
charity they wish to donate to by
selecting one of the four different
coloured bottles:

drink Aqua give Aid

Pink bottle

10 cent goes to a local breast cancer research charity.

Blue Bottle

10 cent goes to a local children's charity.

Green Bottle - 10

cent goes to a local environmental charity.

Orange Bottle - 10

cent goes to a local muscular disorders charity.

We allow people to nominate which charities Aquaid gives to in their local area by
voting on our website.
lt was a fine Tuesday
in September, as half
ofthe Government
rolled into OIT Grangegorman. (For a few
minutes I pondered
whether that left the
country at more or
less risk.) They had
come to complete a
process which had begun in December 1999 when
DIT's move to Grangegorman was first announced.lt
was a great day by all accounts. As a person who has
been in DIT for six years now, and seen how passionately everyone within the Institute has engaged with
the project, it was heartening to see the commitment from the various Ministers, the Taoiseach, and
a certain formerTaoiseach, to mention but a few.
They confirmed that the project had been approved
as initially proposed. They made reference to a
timeline, stating that there would be 70 percent of
OIT operating from Grangegorman by 2016. Indeed
work has begun with the relocation of the HSE
services to a new part of the site. This will clear the
way for us to move in.

Once complete, the project will see DIT move from
39 different buildings across the city to one purpose
built centre of excellence in education. The facilities
will include a world-class library, state of the art
sports and recreational facilities, and ensure that an
institution 'Which has played an enormous part in
education in Ireland for the last 100 years, will be all
set to play ~n even bigger part in the next 100.

•

lt was due to the sobering tones (no pun intended)
of An Taoiseach, Brian Cowen TO, that it suddenly
dawned on me that the real work would begin right
about now, A realization that Grangegorman was
about to become an enormous part of my work. Sure
I wouldn't be up there with a shovel, but there will
need to be a lot of policy created in this area, and a
lot of key decisions made.

We are continuously growing our movement and supplying more shops and
students unions throughout the country.At the end of each month cheques are
presented to the charities and you will soon be able to see the changes made
with the donations through our facebook, twitter or website www.aguaid.ie. The
goal is to donate all the money raised in Dublin to charities within Dublin and
similarly Galway and so on. This way the you know you are giving back to your
own community .
Join the movement and help us change the world.

We have established a Grangegorman Standing
Committee of Governing Council, which shall be
charged with policy and idea generation on all
things Grangegorman. If you are interested in sitting
on this committee, call down to your local SU to find
out more. In the meantime, visit ggda.ie to find out a
little bit more about the future of our education. The
dream is becoming a reality... Ciaran
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www.aquaid .ie

We've mired in a sea of spoiled brats who bawl their
eyes out just because the MP3 player wasn't the one
they saw on the telly. Take The Late Late Toy Show
as a barometer of our cultural slide. Where once kids
were happy to dance for Uncle Gaybo for nothing
more than a leather-bound collection of En id Blyton
stories, they'll be damned ifthey're doing so much
as a simple toe-tap forTubbers for anything less than
an Xbox 360.

Like a left-wing extremist throwing eggs at a student protest, The
Ranter has bravely returned beneath a balaclava of anonymity. There
are no prizes for guessing their identity, merely the adulation and
respect of your peers, if they care. Which they don't. The focus of
our attention turns to Christmas, so sit back, relax and prepare for a
torrent of bile to ruin to your tinsel, baubles and the milk and biscuits
you left out for Santa (he isn't real, you know. Just to destroy that last
lingering thread of childhood innocence.)
I'm not sure if you noticed, but Christmas began to rear its head this
year in August. August. My mind was boggled, as I'm sure yours was
too. Only €50 for a two course meal in the Red Cow Inn? Such value
in the midst of a recession! I jest, however. I couldn't give a toss about
what offer whichever establishment has for what plate of gruel that
passes for turkey and ham.
Not to mention the present r(!sh . Every year, the lists to Santa get
bigger and more extravagant~ The Ranter remembers back to their
childhood, where they were allowed one toy, and one toy only, from
Santa, lest he smite them with his Holly Jolly Death Ray (The Ranter's
parents may have been slightly sadistic.) These days, it's a Barbie, a
Barbie Dream House in which to house the Barbie, a Ken in case Barbie
gets lonely (or another Barbie, in the interests of equality), a Playstation
3 for the ...you know what, this is just getting ridiculous. The Celtic Tiger
has bred a generation of cubs who think that they're entitled to get the
sun, moon and stars from the imaginary man in the North Pole- and a
puppy.
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it's not the materialistic lust that sickens The Ranter
most about Christmas, however. it's the build-up.
The cheesy songs, the tacky decorations, the horrible
advertisements- it's almost as though it gets earlier
and earlier every year. Every year, The Killers knock
together Do They Know They're Having Garlic Spuds
With Their Turkey sooner. Every year, your neighbour
uses enough electricity to power Belgium on their
Christmas lights earlier. Pretty soon, Easter w ill be
known as Pre-Christmas, and the Easter Bunny will
be three of Santa's elves standing up one another's
shoulders with a pair of bunny ears of the top elf
(presumably the lightest of the trio, there's nothing
more tragic than an elf falling off another elf falling
off another elf.)
However, at the end of the day, we have to remember what the day is all about- pretending that you
like your family for long enough while envisaging
your Aunt Gertude's face on the turkey as you
carve it. Have a tolerable Christmas- and don't get
me started on the New Year.

Fam~y your own go on the Soa box?
BeiJhes( l:omments/ rants to P
.
toast@d•tsu.ie
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Once all the learning for the day was done, we had dinner, music and an absolutely priceless award ceremony
with awards for the best quote, best sleep walking story
and my favourite - best foot in mouth moment. After
this the music rocked and the drinks flowed and and
a great night followed. Shortly after 2 am all the reps
were bussed back into town and after room checks
and some embarrassing discoveries, myself and my
fellow Councillors went to bed- in theory anyway. /
was woken at the ungodly hour of 8.30 by the fantastic
Kieran Keane who, I'm sorry to day I wasn't that happy
to see.

rafter year?
Governing Council is the highest body within the
Students' Union. it is where students gather to decide
things like the RAG charity, and to make sure the
elected officers doing their job as well as addressing
any problems within 0/T and figuring out how to fix
them.
it can be fun listening to the debates as people argue
over things like grants and clean campuses. You also
get to challenge your site convenor if you think they
don't do enough or if they do something badly. We
have our lovely chairperson who stops it from becoming a free for all. The rules ensure that every opinion is
respected.

Kuching, capital city of Sarawak Province, Borneo is not the rugged frontier jungle town I was
expecting. Flying in you see skyscrapers rising out of the jungle, loads of industry and they
even sell Toblerones in the airport. Most of the populace of Kuching is employed with strimmers fending off the jungle from swallowing up roads and engulfing buildings ...
A few miles up river, though, it's a different world. Apart from some
pretty rough logging roads the rivers are the main way to travel. The
local people are mostly Orang Ulu (upriver people) who are incredibly friendly, polite and helpful which is quite a surprise considering
that until about 60 years they were head hunters. Now they are all
busy working in the tourist industry and Man Utd shirts seem to have
replaced the tribal clothes.
Despite the Palm oil plantations and intensive logging there are still
huge tracts of rainforest completely untouched and you can take a boat
upriver to these places if you:re brave enough. I did to Bako National
park which can only be accessed by small boat which speeds up the
coast for a few miles, dumps ~ou on a jetty and then disappears. The
jetty has groups of monkeys hanging around checking out what they
can rob from you . These littleJurry gurriers long ago lost their fear of
people and swoop in grabbil\9 your bags and sunglasses. They work
in groups and often one will try to distract you while the others fleece
you- (just like being at home in Ballier, then)
Accommodation and transport is basic, the jungle is full on, the heat
unrelenting- never drops below 26c even at night and the mosquitoes
are as big as your head and aggressive but its worth all the hardships. In
three days I saw proboscis monkeys, long tailed macaques, monstrous
wild bearded pigs (not half as funny as they look if you get in their way),
snakes, lizards, huge butterflies, Orang-utans, kingfishers and loads of
comedy creepy crawlies. They found a cobra in someone's room at the
lodge the night I stayed there but didn't tell us until next day so it was
just the mosquitoes, the heat and the deafening cacophony from the
jungle, which kept me awake that night. The thought of a cobra under
the bed did for the rest of the time.
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Over all despite the stings, bites, scratches, heat rash and
lacerations Borneo was the best holiday destination I've ever
been- once you get to Malaysia or Thailand it is quite cheap
to fly there (Air Asia) and accommodation, transport and
food is very cheap and mostly very good. I'd give the Frog
porridge a wide berth though.

